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On the Complexity of MMSNP
Manuel Bodirsky∗ Hubie Chen† Toma´s Feder‡
Abstract
Monotone monadic strict NP (MMSNP) is a class of computational problems that is
closely related to the class of constraint satisfaction problems for constraint languages
over finite domains. It is known that one of those classes has a complexity dichotomy
if and only if the other class has. Whereas the dichotomy conjecture has been verified
for several subclasses of constraint satisfaction problems, little is known about the the
computational complexity for subclasses of MMSNP.
In this paper we completely classify the complexity of MMSNP for the case where
the obstructions are monochromatic and where loops in the input are forbidden. That
is, we determine the computational complexity of natural partition problems of the
following type. For fixed sets of finite structures S1, . . . ,Sk, decide whether a given
loopless structure can be vertex-partitioned into k parts such that for each i ≤ k none
of the structures in Si is homomorphic to the i-th part.
1 Introduction
An important topic in theoretical computer science is to classify computational problems with
respect to their computational complexity, and to understand the border between problems
that can be solved in polynomial time, and problems that are NP-hard. Occasionally,
entire classes of computational problems have been studied concerning their computational
complexity [13, 8, 6]. More generally, one might ask: for which classes of computational
problems can we expect complete complexity classifications, and for which classes is this
hopeless?
Feder and Vardi [7] showed that certain natural classes of computational problems will
most likely never be completely classified with respect to their computational complexity. In
fact, they showed that various very restricted classes of existential second-order logic (namely
the three classes monotone strict NP, monotone monadic strict NP with disequalities, and
monadic strict NP) are rich in the sense that every computational problem in NP has a
polynomial-time equivalent problem in these classes.
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For the class of monotone monadic strict NP (MMSNP) Feder and Vardi did not give
such a result. They rather conjectured that the problems in MMSNP exhibit a complexity
dichotomy in the sense that they are either in P or NP-complete. The conjecture is based on
their result that every problem in MMSNP is polynomial-time equivalent [7, 9] to a constraint
satisfaction problem (CSP) with a fixed finite constraint language over a finite domain. The
dichotomy conjecture for MMSNP is thus implied by the dichotomy conjecture for CSPs.
Even though some progress has been made recently with the so-called universal-algebraic
approach concerning CSP complexity, the dichotomy conjecture still appears to be wide
open. The so-called algebraic tractability conjecture in constraint satisfaction says that
every template that gives rise to an idempotent algebra that omits type 1 has a CSP in
P [5]. Omitting type 1 is a very weak assumption in tame congruence theory; and so at
present a proof that the corresponding CSPs are all tractable appears to be at far distance.
The reduction of Feder and Vardi that shows that every problem in MMSNP is
computationally equivalent to a CSP usually generates templates over very large domains:
the domain size is 2m, where m is the number of unary predicates plus the number of
articulation points in the obstructions (for formal definitions, see Section 2). And even if
the mentioned tractability conjecture is true, verifying that an algebra which is given by the
corresponding template omits type 1 is NP-hard. In fact, it is not difficult to come up with
concrete examples of MMSNP sentences where it appears to be difficult to use the translation
to CSPs to obtain complexity results. In this paper, we directly study the complexity of
the computational problems in MMSNP, without the detour to CSPs. In contrast to the
constraint satisfaction problems in the ‘black region’ where the universal algebraic approach
has not yet provided answers, the problems in MMSNP that we study have a very concrete
combinatorial flavour, and are very often natural graph-theoretic problems.
We completely classify the computational complexity of MMSNP for the special case
where all obstructions are monochromatic, and where loops in the input are forbidden. Our
result here is similar to a classification result by Achlioptas [1], who classified the complexity
of G-free colorability, which is the problem to decide for a given graph H whether there
is a vertex partition of H into two parts such that each part does not contain G as a
(weak) subgraph. Our result is different from G-free coloring problems in the important
aspect that we are studying coloring problems where a fixed set of structures is forbidden
homomorphically, and not as subgraphs. It should be pointed out that our result
• applies not only to graphs, but to general relational structures;
• determines the complexity not only for partitions with two parts, but more generally
for partitions into any finite number of parts; and
• explains the complexity of the problem not only for a single forbidden obstruction, but
for any finite number of forbidden homomorphic obstructions.
We would also like to remark that every problem in MMSNP is a finite union of
connected MMSNP sentences (see Section 3), and that connected MMSNP sentences describe
constraint satisfaction problems with infinite ω-categorical templates [2]; hence, our result
for monochromatic obstructions is also interesting in the context of obtaining systematic
complexity results for CSPs with ω-categorical templates (as e.g. in [3, 4]).
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2 MMSNP
A relational signature τ is a (in this paper always finite) set of relation symbols Ri, each
of which has an associated finite arity ki. A relational structure A over the signature τ
(also called τ -structure) consists of a set A (the domain) together with a relation RA ⊆ Ak
for each relation symbol R of arity k from τ . We use bold-font letters A,B,C to denote
relational structures with domains A,B,C, respectively. A relational structure A is loopless
if no relation R in A contains a tuple where all entries are equal.
Let A be a relational τ -structure, and let B be a relational σ-structure with τ ⊆ σ. If A
and B have the same domain and RA = RB for all R ∈ τ , the A is called the τ -reduct (or
simply reduct) of B, and B is called a σ-expansion (or simply expansion) of A.
An SNP τ -sentence (SNP stands for strict NP [12, 7]) is an existential second-order
sentence Φ of the form
∃R1, . . . , Rk ∀x1, . . . , xn. φ
where φ is a quantifier-free first-order formula over the signature σ = τ ∪ {R1, . . . , Rk},
and R1, . . . , Rk /∈ τ . The signature τ is also called the input signature (of Φ). We refer to
∀x1, . . . , xn. φ as the first-order part of Φ. Clearly, φ can always be rewritten in CNF, i.e.,
as a conjunction of disjunctions of literals, and we will always assume that φ is given in this
form. If each literal in φ with a relation symbol from τ is negative, we say that the sentence
is a monotone SNP sentence. If furthermore all existentially quantified relation symbols
R1, . . . , Rk are monadic (i.e., unary), we say that the sentence is a monotone monadic SNP
sentence or, shorter, MMSNP sentence.
An SNP sentence Φ describes a computational problem P (viewed as a class of finite τ -
structures) if a finite τ -structure A belongs to P if and only if A satisfies Φ. We also denote
by SNP (monotone SNP, MMSNP) the class of all computational problems on τ -structures
that can be described by a (monotone, monotone monadic) SNP sentence.
Example 1 The problem No-Mono-Directed-Tri is the problem to decide whether a given
finite graph can be partitioned into two graphs that do not contain directed triangles. This
problem can be expressed by the monotone (and even monadic) SNP sentence
∃M ∀x, y, z.¬(M(x) ∧M(y) ∧M(z) ∧ E(x, y) ∧ E(y, z) ∧ E(z, x))
∧¬(¬M(x) ∧ ¬M(y) ∧ ¬M(z) ∧ E(x, y) ∧ E(y, z) ∧ E(z, x)) .
There is a close connection between MMSNP and so-called forbidden patterns prob-
lems [11] and lifts and shadows [10], which already becomes apparent in [7]. To describe
this connection, we need the notion of homomorphisms. A homomorphism between two
structures A and B of the same relational signature is a mapping f : A → B such that
(f(t1), . . . , f(tk)) ∈ RB whenever (t1, . . . , tk) ∈ RA. If A homomorphically maps to B, we
write A→ B, and A 6→ B otherwise.
Definition 1 Let A be a class of τ -structures. A colored obstruction set for A is a finite
set F of (τ ∪ ρ)-structures, where ρ is a finite set of unary relation symbols such that A ∈ A
if and only if A has a (τ ∪ ρ)-expansion A′ where every element is contained in exactly one
unary relation from ρ, and no structure F ∈ F homomorphically maps to A′.
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If F is a colored obstruction set for A, we also write Forb(F) for A (note that A is
uniquely described by F). We can think of the unary relations in ρ as colors, and the
expansion A′ of A in Definition 1 can then be seen as a coloring of the vertices of A: a
vertex v ∈ A receives color C iff v ∈ CA′ . The conditions for the expansion in Definition 1
make sure that every vertex receives exactly one color. The signature ρ is also called the
color signature of F , and (τ ∪ρ)-expansions of A where every element is contained in exactly
one unary relation from ρ are also called (ρ-) colorings of A. If Φ is an MMSNP sentence,
and F is a finite colored obstruction set for the set of τ -structures satisfying Φ, we say that
F is a colored obstruction set of Φ.
Example 2 Recall the example No-Mono-Directed-Tri, Example 1. The input signature τ
is {E} where E is a binary relation. To give a colored obstruction set for this problem, let
ρ = {C0, C1}. Let T be the τ -structure on domain {1, 2, 3} where ET = {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 1)}.
Let F1 be the (τ ∪ ρ)-expansion of T where C0 = {1, 2, 3}, and C1 = ∅, and let F2 be the
(τ ∪ ρ)-expansion of T where C0 = ∅, and C1 = {1, 2, 3}. Then it is easy to see that
F = {F1,F2} is a colored obstruction set for the No-Mono-Directed-Tri problem.
For long proofs of the following theorem of [7] in slightly different terminology, see [11]
and [10].
Theorem 1 (of [7]) A set of τ -structures A is in MMSNP if and only if A has a colored
obstruction set.
Let F be the colored obstruction set of an MMSNP sentence Φ. A structure F ∈ F
is called C-chromatic if there is a C ∈ ρ such that CF = F . If every structure F ∈ F is
C-chromatic for some C ∈ ρ, we say that F is a monochromatic (colored) obstruction set of
Φ. Our main result is the following.
Theorem 2 Let Φ be an MMSNP sentence that has a monochromatic obstruction set. Then
Φ is in P or NP-complete.
3 Reduction to the Connected Case
The union A + B of two τ -structures A and B is the structure C with domain A ∪ B
and relations RC = RA ∪ RB for all R ∈ τ . The disjoint union of A and B is the union
of isomorphic copies of A and B with disjoint domains. A structure is called connected
if it is not the disjoint union of two non-empty structures, and disconnected otherwise. A
colored obstruction set F, and the MMSNP problem with colored obstruction set F, are
called connected if all structures in F are connected.
It has been shown in [11] that every problem in MMSNP is in fact a finite union of
connected MMSNP problems (defined below); we recall their proof below to observe that it
preserves monochromaticity of the obstruction set.
Proposition 1 Let Φ be an MMSNP sentence. Then Φ is logically equivalent to Φ1∨· · ·∨Φn,
where Φ1, . . . ,Φn are MMSNP sentences with connected colored obstruction sets. When Φ
has a monochromatic obstruction set, then Φ1, . . . ,Φn can be chosen to be monochromatic.
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Proof: Let F be the obstruction set of Φ, and suppose that F contains a disconnected
structure F = F1 + · · ·+ Fk. For i ≤ k, let Fi be F \ {F} ∪ {Fi}.
We claim that for every (τ ∪ σ)-expansion A′ of A there is a homomorphism from a
structure F′ ∈ F to A′ if and only if for every i ≤ k, there is a homomorphism from a
structure in Fi to A′. If there is a structure F′ ∈ F \ {F} that homomorphically maps
to A′, there is nothing to show since then F′ ∈ Fi for all i ≤ k. Otherwise, if only
F′ = F homomorphically maps to A′, then the statement follows from the observation
that F homomorphically maps to A′ if and only if all its components F1, . . . ,Fk map to A′.
By Theorem 1, for each i ≤ k there is an MMSNP sentence Φi having the colored
obstruction set Fi, and by the observation above a finite structure A satisfies Φ if and only
if it satisfies Φ1 ∨ · · · ∨ Φk. Iterating this process for each Φi where Fi is disconnected, we
eventually arrive at a disjunction of connected MMSNP sentences (since Φi contains fewer
disconnected structures than Φ). Finally, observe that when F is monochromatic, then each
of the Fi constructed in the proof above is monochromatic as well.
We now show that we can reduce the complexity classification for MMSNP with
monochromatic obstruction sets to the classification for connected MMSNP with monochro-
matic obstruction sets.
Proposition 2 Every MMSNP with monochromatic obstruction set is in P or NP-complete
if and only if every connected MMSNP sentence with monochromatic obstruction set is in
P or NP-complete.
Proof: The forward direction of the statement holds trivially. For the backwards direction,
assume that every connected MMSNP sentence with monochromatic obstruction set is either
in P or NP-complete. Let Φ be an MMSNP sentence with monochromatic obstruction set,
and let Φ1, . . . ,Φk be the connected MMSNP sentences with monochromatic obstruction
sets so that Φ is logically equivalent to the disjunction Φ1 ∨ · · · ∨ Φk such that k is smallest
possible. This is always possible by Proposition 1.
If each Φi can be decided in polynomial time by an algorithm Ai, then it is clear that Φ
can be solved in polynomial time by running all of the algorithms A1, . . . , Ak on the input,
and accepting if one of the algorithms accepts.
Otherwise, if one of the Φi describes an NP-complete problem, then Φi can be reduced
to Φ as follows. Since k was chosen to be minimal, there exists a τ -structure B such that B
satisfies Φi, but does not satisfy Φj for all j ≤ n that are distinct from i, since otherwise we
could have removed Φi from the disjunction Φ1 ∨ · · · ∨ Φk without affecting the equivalence
of the disjunction to Φ.
To reduce Φi to Φ, we execute for a given finite τ -structure A the algorithm for Φ on
A + B. We claim that A + B satisfies Φ if and only if A satisfies Φi. First suppose that
A satisfies Φi. Since B also satisfies Φi by choice of B, and since Φi is closed under disjoint
unions, we have that A + B satisfies Φi as well. The statement follows since Φi is a disjunct
of Φ.
For the opposite direction, suppose that A + B satisfies Φ. Since B does not satisfy Φj
for all j distinct from i, A + B does not satisfy Φj as well, by monotonicity of Φj. Hence,
A + B must satisfy Φi. By monotonicity of Φi, it follows that A satisfies Φi.
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4 Reductions to CSPs
Our main technique to show that a problem in MMSNP is in P is the following translation
into finite domain constraint satisfaction problems. The constraint satisfaction problem
(CSP) for a structure Γ with a finite relational signature τ is the computational problem
to decide for a given finite τ -structure A whether A homomorphically maps to Γ. We also
write CSP(Γ) for this problem; if Γ has a finite domain, we also say that the problem is
a finite domain CSP. To reduce problems in MMSNP to finite domain CSPs, we need the
following definitions.
Let ρ be a finite set of unary relation symbols; for the sake of notation we assume that
ρ is of the form {Ci | i ∈ I} for a finite index set I. For a τ -structure A with domain
A = {1, . . . , n}, and elements i1, . . . , in ∈ I, write A[i1, . . . , in] for the (τ ∪ ρ)-expansion of
A where CAi = {j ∈ A | ij = i}.
Definition 2 Let F be a colored obstruction set for an MMSNP-sentence with input
signature τ . For a τ -structure G with domain G of cardinality k, the relation induced
by G, denoted by RFG, is the k-ary relation over I defined as follows.
RFG := {(i1, . . . , ik) ∈ Ik | F 6→ G[i1, . . . , ik] for all F ∈ F}
Here we assume (wlog) that G = {1, . . . , k}.
The induced constraint language of F is a relational structure Γ with domain I that contains
the relation RFG for each τ -reduct G of a structure from F . We say that A has an F-
free ρ-coloring if there are i1, . . . , in ∈ I such that no F ∈ F homomorphically maps to
A[i1, . . . , in].
Example 3 Let F = {F1,F2} be the colored obstruction set for the No-Mono-Directed-Tri
Problem described in Example 2. Then the induced constraint language of F contains one
ternary relation R,
R = {0, 1}3 \ {(0, 0, 0), (1, 1, 1)} .
Lemma 1 Let F be a colored obstruction set of an MMSNP sentence Φ, and Γ the induced
constraint language of F . Then there is a polynomial-time reduction from Φ to CSP(Γ).
Proof: Let τ∪ρ be the signature of F . Let A be a τ -structure with domain A = {1, . . . , n}.
Again, assume without loss of generality that the domain of each structure F in F has domain
{1, . . . , k}, for some k. We create an instance B of CSP(Γ) as follows. The domain B of
B equals the domain A of A. For each homomorphism h from a τ -reduct G of a structure
from F with |G| = k into A we add the constraint R(h(1), . . . , h(k)) to B, where R is the
relation induced by G.
The structure B can clearly be constructed in polynomial time, since F is finite and
fixed. By Theorem 1, it suffices to show that A has an F -free ρ-coloring if and only if B
homomorphically maps to Γ. If f is a homomorphism from B to Γ, then the (τ∪ρ)-expansion
A[f(1), . . . , f(n)] of A does not allow any homomorphism from a structure F ∈ F . The last
implication is in fact an equivalence, and the statement follows.
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5 Reductions from CSPs
In the previous section, we have seen how to reduce an MMSNP sentence Φ to a certain
CSP. In many situations, we can go in the opposite direction, reducing the same CSP to
Φ (Lemma 2). This will be our main tool to prove hardness of MMSNP sentences in the
classification in Section 7.
A clique of size k ≥ 1 (short, k-clique, also denoted by Kk) over the signature τ is a τ -
structure A with |A| = k where for each R ∈ τ of arity r the relation RA contains all r-tuples
from Ar where not all entries are equal. It is clear that for l < k there is no homomorphism
from Kk to Kl, and that the structure induced by l elements in Kk is isomorphic to Kl.
A relational structure A is said to have girth greater than k if for any choice of l ≤ k
tuples from relations Ri of arity ri in A, the total number of elements from these l tuples
is at least 1 +
∑
i≤l(ri − 1). In the proof of the main result of this section, we make use of
the following theorem, which was shown in a randomized version in [7] and which was later
derandomized in [9].
Theorem 3 (from [7] and [9]) Fix two integers k, d. Then for every τ -structure A on n
elements there exists a τ -structure B on na elements (where a depends only on k and d)
such that the girth of B is greater than k, there is a homomorphism from B to A, and for
every τ -structure C on at most d elements there is a homomorphism from B to C if and
only if there is a homomorphism from A to C. The structure B can be computed from A in
polynomial time.
An element a ∈ A of a relational structure A is called an articulation point if the structure
induced by A \ {a} in A is not connected. A structure is called biconnected if it does not
contain articulation points. A subset of vertices of a structure A is called a block if it is a
maximal biconnected induced substructure of A.
Lemma 2 Let F be a connected monochromatic obstruction set of an MMSNP sentence Φ
with color signature C1, . . . , Cc. Let Γl be ({1, . . . , c};RFKl). Then there is a polynomial-time
reduction from CSP(Γl) to Φ, for all l ≥ 3.
Proof: Let A be an instance of CSP(Γl). We apply Theorem 3 to compute from A in
polynomial time a structure B of girth greater than the maximal obstruction size of F ,
such that A homomorphically maps to Γl iff B homomorphically maps to Γl. From B, we
construct a τ -structure C with the same domain as B as follows. For any tuple (x1, . . . , xl)
of the relation RB, we add tuples to the relations from τ such that x1, . . . , xl induces Kl in
C.
We claim that C satisfies Φ if and only if A homomorphically maps to Γl. Suppose
first that there is an F -free ρ-coloring C′ of C. We show that the ρ-coloring gives rise to a
homomorphism h from B to Γl, which suffices by Theorem 3. The mapping h is defined as
follows: if v is colored by Ci in C
′, then h(v) := i. If there is a tuple (x1, . . . , xl) in RB such
that (h(x1), . . . , h(xl)) /∈ RΓl , then by definition of RΓl there must be an F ∈ F such that
F→ Kl[h(x1), . . . , h(xl)], in contradiction to the assumption that h corresponds to a F -free
coloring of C. Hence, h is a homomorphism from B to Γl.
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For the opposite direction of the claim, assume that there is a homomorphism from A to
Γl. Then there is also a homomorphism h from B to Γl by Theorem 3. We now show that if
we color the elements of C according to h, we obtain an F -free ρ-coloring C′ of C. Suppose
for contradiction that there is an F ∈ F and a homomorphism f from F to C′.
First consider the case that the image of F under f is fully contained in a substructure of
C′ with elements x1, . . . , xl isomorphic to Kl[i1, . . . , il]. Note that h(xj) = ij for all 1 ≤ j ≤ l.
Since F homomorphically maps to Kl[i1, . . . , il], we have that (i1, . . . , il) /∈ RFKl , by definition
of RFKl . This contradicts the assumption that (h(x1), . . . , h(xl)) ∈ RΓl .
The other case is that the image of F under f is not contained in a clique of C. Due
to the high girth of B, the image of F induces an acyclic structure in B. Since all edges in
C have been introduced via cliques that replace edges of B, and since F is connected, the
image of F under f must in this case induce in C′ a structure H that contains articulation
points. Let G be a block of H of maximal cardinality. The elements of G induce a clique
in C. Since F and G are monochromatic, this clique will be monochromatic in C′. By the
choice of G, there is also a homomorphism f ′ from F to C′ that maps all of F to this clique.
As in the previous case, this contradicts the definition of RFKl and the assumption that h is
a homomorphism.
6 The two-chromatic case
With the result of the previous section we can deduce the NP-hardness of an MMSNP
sentences Φ with colored obstruction sets F and color signature C1, . . . , Cc from the NP-
hardness of CSP(({1, . . . , c};RFKl)). But for some NP-hard sentences Φ, this CSP is not
NP-hard. This section is devoted to hardness proofs in those situations.
The chromatic number χ(A) of a loopless τ -structure A is the least k ≥ 1 such that there
is a homomorphism from A to the k-clique over τ . Note that if χ(A) = 1 then all relations
of A must be empty. If F is a monochromatic obstruction set and C ∈ ρ, then χ(F , C) is
the least k ≥ 1 such that χ(F) = k for some C-chromatic F ∈ F ; if there is no C-chromatic
F ∈ F , we set χ(F) = −∞.
A core of a finite structure A is the smallest substructure B of A such that A→ B (all
cores of A are isomorphic, and we therefore speak of the core of A). A finite structure A is
a core if the core of A is A.
We call a colored obstruction set F reduced if there are no two structures F1 and F2
in F such that F1 homomorphically maps to F2, and all structures F in F are loopless.
Note that if there are structures F1 and F2 in F such that F1 homomorphically maps to
F2, then we can remove F2 from F without affecting the set Forb(F). Also recall that we
study the complexity of Φ on loopless input structures. If there is a structure F ∈ F that is
not loopless, that is, with a relation R that contains a tuple of the form (a, . . . , a), then we
can remove F from F and obtain a colored obstruction set that is equivalent to the previous
one on loopless inputs. Hence it is clear that for every obstruction set F there is a reduced
obstruction set F ′ ⊆ F such that Forb(F) = Forb(F ′). So, if F is connected, then F ′ is
reduced and connected.
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Lemma 3 Let F be a reduced monochromatic obstruction set of an MMSNP sentence Φ
with colors C0 and C1 and χ(F , C0) = χ(F , C1) = 2. If F contains a connected obstruction
F of size at least three then Φ is NP-hard on loopless input structures.
Proof: Let τ be the input signature of Φ. Let Γ be the structure ({0, 1};R,E) where R
is the Boolean relation RG induced by the τ -reduct G of F, and E is the Boolean relation
RFK2 induced by the 2-clique K2 over signature τ . We first show that CSP(Γ) is NP-hard,
and then reduce CSP(Γ) to Φ.
We claim that the relation E = RFK2 is {(0, 1), (1, 0)}. Because χ(F , C0) = 2, there
exists an H ∈ F whose τ -reduct H′ maps homomorphically to K2 and hence H maps
homomorphically to K2[0, 0]. This shows that (0, 0) is not in E, and similarly we can also
exclude that the tuple (1, 1) is in E. On the other hand, suppose that (0, 1) is not in E. Then
there exists H ∈ F that homomorphically maps to K2[0, 1]. Since H is monochromatic, H
homomorphically maps to K1[0], in contradiction to χ(F , C0) > 1; or, H homomorphically
maps to K1[1], in contradiction to χ(F , C1) > 1. Similarly, one can show that (1, 0) ∈ E,
which shows the claim.
We now discuss properties of the relation R = RG. Assume without loss of generality
that F is C0-chromatic. Then the relation R does not contain the tuple (0, . . . , 0). We
claim that it contains the tuples t1 := (1, 0, . . . , 0), t2 := (0, 1, . . . , 0), . . . , tn := (0, . . . , 0, 1).
Suppose otherwise that there is H ∈ F with H → G[ti] for some i ≤ n. The structure H
cannot be C0-chromatic, since then H→ F, in contradiction to the assumption that no two
structures in F are homomorphically related. Since F is monochromatic, this shows that
H must be C1-chromatic. Because only one entry of ti is 1, the homomorphism from H to
G[ti] must be constant. If there is some relation R ∈ τ such that RH is non-empty, then RG
must therefore contain a tuple of the form (a, . . . , a), which we excluded. But then H maps
to a 1-clique, in contradiction to χ(F , C1) > 1.
To verify that CSP(Γ) is NP-complete, we use the well-known classification of Boolean
CSPs by Schaefer [13]. Since Γ contains the relation E it is neither 0-valid nor 1-valid.
Therefore, it suffices to verify that Γ is not closed under the ternary majority (the bijunctive
case), the ternary minority (the affine case), the binary ‘and’ operation (the Horn case), and
the binary ‘or’ operation (the dual Horn case).
The relation RG is not preserved by the majority operation, since majority(t1, t2, t3) =
(0, . . . , 0) is not contained in RG. Since Γ contains the relation E = {(0, 1), (1, 0)}, it cannot
be closed under the binary operation ‘and’ and the binary operation ‘or’. Finally, assume
for contradiction that RG is closed under the minority operation (x, y, z) 7→ x⊕ y⊕ z. Then
the tuple s := (1, 1, 0, . . . , 0) cannot be in RG since otherwise minority(t1, t2, s) = (0, . . . , 0)
would be in RG. Therefore, there must be H ∈ F such that H → G[s]. From H 6→ F and
the fact that H is monochromatic we conclude that H is C1-chromatic. Hence, all tuples
from {0, 1}k where the first two arguments are 1 are not contained in RG as well. But
minority(t1, t2, t3) = (1, 1, 1, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ RG, a contradiction.
We now show that CSP(Γ) can be reduced to Φ. From a given instance A of CSP(Γ)
with variables x1, . . . , xn and tuples t0, . . . , tm−1 from RA and EA, we create an instance B of
Φ (i.e., a τ -structure) as follows. The vertices of B are v1,1, v1,2, . . . , v1,2m−2, v2,1, . . . , vn,2m−2.
For each tuple tj = (xi1 , . . . , xik) ∈ RA we add tuples to the relations SB for S ∈ τ such
that (vi1,2j, . . . , vik,2j) induces G in B. Similarly, for each tuple tj = (xi1 , xi2) ∈ EA we add
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tuples to the relations SB for S ∈ τ such that (vi1,2j, vi2,2j) induces K2 in B. Moreover, for
all i ≤ n, 0 ≤ j < 2m−2 we add tuples to B such that the structure induced by {vi,j, vi,j+1}
is isomorphic to the 2-clique over signature τ . The idea here is that the different occurrences
of the variables in constraints in A are linked in B by paths of 2-cliques of even length.
Clearly, B can be constructed in polynomial time from B. We claim that the B satisfies Φ
if and only if A homomorphically maps to Γ.
First suppose that there is a homomorphism h from A to Γ. We claim that the following
ρ-expansion B′ of B is F -free: for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m − 1, the vertex vi,2j receives
color Ch(xi). For all 1 ≤ j < m − 1, the vertex vi,2j+1 receives color C1−h(xi). Suppose for
contradiction that there is F ∈ F with a homomorphism f to B′. Since for all pairs of
elements that induce a 2-clique in B′ one element is colored by C0, and one is colored by C1,
and since χ(F) >∞, and because F is connected, the image of F under f must be contained
in {vi1,2j, . . . , vik,2j} for some tuple (xi1 , . . . , xik) from RA. However, this contradicts the
definition of R and the construction of B′ from the homomorphism h.
Now suppose that B satisfies Φ. That is, there is a F -free ρ-coloring of B. Then for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j < 2m− 2 the vertex vi,j has color C0 if and only if the vertex vi,j+1 has the
color C1. Therefore, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ 2m− 4, the vertex vi,j has the same color as the vertex
vi,j+2, and consequently all vertices from {vi,2j | 1 ≤ j < m − 1} have the same color Cci .
Then the assignment that maps xi to ci is a homomorphism from A to Γ.
7 Classification
In this section we classify the computational complexity of MMSNP on loopless input
structures for all MMSNP sentences Φ with a monochromatic obstruction set. By Corollary 2,
we can assume that Φ is connected.
For a colored obstruction set F , define ||F|| to be ∑F∈F |F|.
Theorem 4 Let Φ be a connected MMSNP sentence that has a monochromatic obstruction
set. On loopless input structures, Φ is in P or NP-complete.
Proof: Let F be a reduced connected monochromatic colored obstruction set for Φ.
We prove the statement by induction on the lexicographic ordering of the pairs (|ρ|, ||F||).
If χ(F , C) = −∞ for some C ∈ ρ, then a given A can be trivially expanded to a F -free
(τ ∪ ρ)-structure by coloring all elements of A by C, and Φ is in P.
If χ(F , C) = 1 for some C ∈ ρ, then there is some C-chromatic F ∈ F such that all
relations of F except for C are empty. Hence, every expansion A′ of a given τ -structure
A where CA
′
is non-empty admits a homomorphism from F. Let F ′ be the set of all
((ρ ∪ τ) \ {C})-reducts of structures F in F where CF is empty. Then F ′ is a colored
obstruction set for a sentence that is polynomial-time equivalent to Φ, but has a smaller
signature, and so can be handled by induction. Thus, we can assume that χ(F , C) ≥ 2 for
all C ∈ ρ.
If ρ contains just one element, then Φ can be solved in polynomial time by checking for
a given τ -structure whether the τ -reduct of some structure in F homomorphically maps to
A; this is the case if and only if the structure A does not satisfy Φ.
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I. The two color case. Suppose next that ρ has two elements, say C0 and C1. If every
structure in F has two elements, then the induced constraint language Γ of Φ is bijunctive,
and hence CSP(Γ) can be solved in polynomial time [13]. Lemma 1 implies that also Φ can
be solved in polynomial time. So in the following we assume that F contains a structure F
with at least three elements.
I.1. Chromatic number two. Suppose χ(F , C0) = χ(F , C1) = 2. Therefore, the
structure F ∈ F with k ≥ 3 elements satisfies χ(F) = 2. By assumption, F is connected. In
this case we can apply Lemma 3 to show that Φ is NP-hard.
I.2. Larger chromatic number. In the remaining case, 3 ≤ χ(F , C0) and 2 ≤
χ(F , C1) ≤ χ(F , C0); or 3 ≤ χ(F , C1) and 2 ≤ χ(F , C0) ≤ χ(F , C1). Suppose the former
case applies; the latter is analogous. We also write l for χ(F , C0). Then the relation RFKl
doesn’t contain the tuple (0, . . . , 0) and the tuple (1, . . . , 1), and any tuple in RFKl must have
t entries with value 1 and c − t entries with value 0, in any order, with 1 ≤ t < χ(F , C1).
Let Γ be ({0, 1};R) where R denotes RFKl . It follows easily from Schaefer’s theorem that
CSP(Γ) is NP-hard. NP-hardness of Φ follows from Lemma 2.
II. More than two colors. Finally, suppose that ρ has more than two elements, say
C0, . . . , Cc. Let k be
∑
C∈ρ(χ(F , C) − 1). Then every tuple from R := RFKk must have less
than χ(F , Ci) entries with value i, for every i ≤ c. Moreover, all tuples with this property
belong to R, so R contains all tuples with exactly χ(F , Ci) − 1 entries with value i. Let Γ
be the structure (I;R). We claim that CSP(Γ) is NP-hard. This implies NP-hardness of Φ
by Lemma 2.
To prove the claim, first observe that the finite structure Γ is a core. It is well known
(see Corollary 4.8 in [5]) that CSP(Γ) is polynomial-time equivalent to CSP(∆) where ∆ is
an expansion of Γ by all relations R∆a of the form {a} for a ∈ I. We prove NP-hardness of
CSP(∆) by reduction from |I|-colorability (recall that |I| > 2).
Let G be a finite graph. We create an instance A of CSP(∆) as follows. The vertices of A
are the vertices of G and some additional vertices. For each edge {u, v} from G, we introduce
new variables w1, . . . , wk−2, and add the tuple (u, v, w1, . . . , wk−2) to RA. Moreover, for each
i ∈ I, we place χ(F , i) − 2 elements from w1, . . . , wk−1 in RAa such that no element from
w1, . . . , wk−1 is contained in RAa and R
A
b for a 6= b. It is clear that this structure A can be
computed in polynomial time from G. It is straightforward to verify that A homomorphically
maps to ∆ if and only if G is |I|-colorable.
Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 4 and Corollary 2. For MMSNP formulas that describe
problems over graphs or directed graphs, or more generally problems for structures with a
single relation, we can drop the assumption in Theorem 4 that the instances are loopless.
Corollary 1 Let Φ be an MMSNP sentence that has a monochromatic obstruction set F ,
and suppose that the input signature τ contains a single relation symbol R. Then Φ is in P
or NP-complete.
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Proof: We claim that the problem described by Φ is polynomial-time equivalent to the
problem restricted to loopless input; and on loopless input structures the problem is in P or
NP-complete, by Theorem 4.
It suffices to show that the problem described by Φ can be reduced to the problem for
loopless input. We can assume that for every color C ∈ ρ there is a C-chromatic obstruction
F ∈ F (otherwise, the problem is trivial). But then any ρ-expansion of a τ -structure A that
is not loopless does not satisfy Φ. To see this, let (a, . . . , a) be the tuple in RA with only
equal entries. If a is colored by C in the expansion, then there is a homomorphism from a
C-colored F ∈ F to A that maps all elements of F to a.
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